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Gloss Meter

Please read this manual carefully for important safety information and operating

instructions before using the Gloss Meter. Keep this manual for future reference because

it contains important information.

This Gloss Meter will provide excellent performance, but the best result will be obtained

if the Gloss Meter is:

Regularly maintained per the Gloss Meter preventative maintenance 

instructions provided.

Operated with reasonable care and caution.

Maintained with manufacturer-supplied parts.
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Check Status (Instrument basic information, such as model, serial number)

Calibrate

Change Calibration Value (it’s better to handle by manufacturer of qualified)

metrological institutes.）

Data Management (Check record, delete record, export record, print report)

Set Time and Data

Set Language

Select Angles (only for tri-angle gloss meter)

Set Auto Save or Not-save Function.

4.Routine Maintenance

1) The gloss meter is a precise instrument. Please operate and store it in

     standard laboratory environment (Temperature: 20℃,  Standard

     atmospheric pressure, Humidity:50~70%RH). Please avoid using it in

     humid environment, strong electromagnetic interface environment, high

     light intensity environment and dusty environment.

2）Standard plate is precise optical component. Avoid being damaged by 

     sharp object, avoid dirtying the board and avoid exposing it to sun.

     Regularly clean the standard plate by using soft cloth with alcohol in one

     direction. Ensure there are no tiny particles or sundries on the soft cloth.

     Before calibrating, clean the standard plate to make accurate calibration.

     Attention: Forbid to use acetone solvent!

3）In order to ensure the accuracy of the instrument, it is better send it back to

     the  factory or qualified Local National Institute of Metrology for calibration.

     (Once a year) 

4）It needs to modify calibration value when the calibration value is different

      from practical measurement value. View chapter 2.2 for details.

5）The gloss meter is powered by built-in battery. When long time not using

      this instrument, please charge it biweekly inorder to protect the battery and 

      extend the battery life.

6）The internal clean work of the instrument should be finished by manufacturer

       (suggest once a year). Do not use cleaning tools to clean the internal instrument.

      Otherwise it will cause irreversible damage.
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